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Zoey Harmon woke up with sunlight streaming in 
her window. As she stretched, she remembered that 
basketball would be starting today! Finally! It had 
been a tough few months, and she couldn’t wait to 
get back on the court with her teammates.

She cuddled her cat Whiskers and then jumped out 
of bed to get ready for school.
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“Good morning! Breakfast is almost ready,” 
said Zoey’s mom.

"Thanks, Mom." Zoey hung her backpack on 
her chair and started eating her apple.

Zoey’s mom said, “Guess what? Ms. Lyons had 
her baby last night.”

Zoey’s jaw dropped in surprise.

“I know,” her mom continued. “She was a 
month early, but everyone is healthy. I guess 
your substitute is starting today! The email 
says her name is Mrs. James.”
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Zoey looked down, suddenly not hungry. She really liked Ms. Lyons.

What if Mrs. James is mean? she worried.

She was finally feeling settled in the new apartment with her mom. It seemed like just 
when she started to feel comfortable, something always changed.

She picked at her breakfast, cleaned her dishes, and grabbed her jacket.
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“You look a little worried, kiddo,” Zoey’s mom said, giving her a 
squeeze. “Sometimes I need a bright thought to help me when I’m 
feeling upset. Here, try this.” She slid a bookmark into Zoey’s hand. Zoey 
looked down and read: Imagine with Hope.

“What’s this?” asked Zoey.

“When we don’t know what to expect, worry wants us to imagine with 
fear; to think about all the worst possibilities. This is a little reminder I 
use to think of the good things that might happen when I imagine with 
hope instead.”

Zoey tucked the bookmark in her backpack and headed to the bus stop.
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